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Chapter 1

Type Systems: Advances and

Applications

1.1 Introduction

This chapter is about the convergence of type systems and static analysis. Historically, these

two approaches to reasoning about programs have had di!erent purposes. Type systems

were developed in order to catch common kinds of programming errors early in the software

development cycle. In contrast, static analyses were developed in order to automatically

optimize the code generated by a compiler. The two fields also have di!erent theoretical

foundations: type systems are typically formalized as logical inference systems [65], while

static analyses are typically formalized as abstract program executions [49, 23].

Recently, however, there has been a convergence of the objectives and techniques under-

lying type systems and static analysis [61, 45, 59, 62]. On the one hand, static analysis is

increasingly being used for program understanding and error detection, rather than purely

for code optimization. For example, the LCLint tool [33] uses static analysis to detect

null-pointer dereferences and other common errors in C programs, and it relies on type-

system-like program annotations for e"ciency and precision. As another example, the ESP
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2 CHAPTER 1. TYPE SYSTEMS: ADVANCES AND APPLICATIONS

tool [24] uses static analysis to detect violations of API usage protocols, for example that a

file can only be read or written after it has been opened.

On the other hand, type systems have become a mature and widely accepted technology.

Programmers write most new software in languages such as C [48], C++ [32], Java [42], and

C# [53], which all feature varying degrees of static type checking. For example, the Java

type system guarantees that if a program calls a method on some object, then at run time

the object will actually have a method of that name, expecting the proper number and kind

of arguments. Types are also used in the intermediate languages of compilers and even in

assembly languages [55], such as the typed assembly language for x86 called TALx86 [54].

With this success, researchers have been motivated to explore the potential to extend

traditional type systems to detect a variety of interesting classes of program errors. This

exploration has shown type systems to be a robust approach to static reasoning about pro-

grams and their properties. For example, type systems have been recently used to ensure the

safety of manual memory management (e.g., [68, 57, 43]), to track and restrict the aliasing

relationships among pointers (e.g., [22, 13, 1, 34]), and to ensure the proper interaction of

threads in concurrent programs (e.g., [35, 10, 36]).

These new uses of type systems have brought type systems closer to the domain of static

analysis, both in terms of objectives and techniques. For example, reasoning about aliasing

is traditionally done via a static analysis to compute the set of may-aliases, rather than via

a type system. As another example, some sophisticated uses of type systems have required

making types flow-sensitive [26, 40], whereby the type of an expression can change at each

program point (e.g., a file’s type might denote that the file is open at one point but closed

at another point). This style of type system has a natural relationship to traditional static

analysis, where the set of “flow facts” can change at each program point.

In this chapter, we describe two type systems that both have a strong relationship to

static analysis. Each of the type systems is a refinement of an existing and well-understood

type system: the first refines a subset of the Java type system while the second refines a

system of simple types for the lambda calculus. The refinements are done via annotations

that refine existing types in order to specify and check finer-grained properties. Many of
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the sophisticated type systems mentioned above can be viewed as refinements of existing

types and type systems. Such type systems are examples of type-based analyses [60]; that

is, they assume and leverage the existing type system and they provide information only for

programs that type check with the existing type system.

In the following section we describe a type system that ensures a strong form of encapsu-

lation in object-oriented languages. Namely, the analysis guarantees that an object of a class

declared confined will never dynamically escape the class’s scope. Object confinement goes

well beyond the guarantees of traditional privacy modifiers like protected and private,

and it bears a strong relationship to standard static analyses.

Language designers cannot anticipate all of the refinements that will be useful for pro-

grammers nor all of the ways in which these refinements can be used to practically check

programs. Therefore, it is desirable to provide a framework that allows programmers to

easily augment a language’s type system with new refinements of interest for their applica-

tions. In the third section we describe a representative framework of this kind, supporting

programmer-defined type qualifiers. A type qualifier is a simple but useful kind of type refine-

ment consisting solely of an uninterpreted “tag.” For example, C’s const qualifier refines an

existing type to further indicate that values of this type are not modifiable, and a nonnull

qualifier could refine a pointer type to further indicate that pointers of this type are never

null.

1.2 Types for Confinement

In this section we will use types to ensure that an object cannot escape the scope of its class.

Our presentation is based on results from three papers on confined types [9, 44, 75].
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1.2.1 Background

Object-oriented languages such as Java provide a way of protecting the name of a field, but

not the contents of a field. Consider the following example.

package p;

public class Table {
private Bucket[] buckets;

public Object[] get(Object key) { return buckets; }
}

class Bucket {
Bucket next;

Object key, val;

}

The hash table class Table is a public class which uses a package-scoped class Bucket as

part of its implementation. The programmer has declared the field buckets to be private

and intends the hash-table-bucket objects to be internal data structures which should not

escape the scope of the Bucket class. The declaration of Bucket as packaged scoped ensures

that the Bucket class is not visible outside the package p. However, even the combination

of a private field and a package-scoped class does not prevent Bucket objects from being

accessible outside the scope of the Bucket class. To see why, notice that the public get

method in class Table has body return buckets; which provides an array of bucket objects

to any client, including clients outside the package p. Any client can now update the array

and thereby change the behavior of the hash table.

The example shows how an object reference can leak out of a package. Such leakage is a

problem because (1) the object may represent private information such as a private key and

(2) code outside the package may update the object, making it more di"cult for programmers
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to reason about the program. The problem stems from a combination of aliasing and side

e!ects. Aliasing occurs when an object is accessible through di!erent access paths. In the

above example, code outside the package can access bucket objects and update them.

How can we ensure that an object cannot escape the scope of its class? We will briefly

discuss how one can solve the problem using static analysis and then proceed to show a

type-based solution.

1.2.2 Static Analysis

Static analysis can be used to determine whether an object can escape the scope of its class.

We will explain a whole-program analysis, that is, an approach which requires access to all

the code in the application and its libraries.

Assuming that we have the whole program, let U be the set of class names in the program.

The basic idea is to statically compute, for each expression e in the program, a subset of U

which conservatively approximates the possible values of e. We will call that set the flow

set for e. For example, if the flow set for e is the set {A, B, C}, then that means that the

expression e will evaluate to either an A-object, a B-object, or a C-object. Notice that we

allow the set to be a conservative approximation; for example, e might never evaluate to a

C-object. All we require is that if e evaluates to an X-object, then X is a member of the

flow set for e.

Researchers have published many approaches to statically computing flow sets for expres-

sions in object-oriented programs, see for example [63, 25, 3, 67, 70] for some prominent and

e"cient whole-program analyses. For the purposes of our discussion here, all we rely on is

that flow sets can be computed statically.

Once we have computed flow sets, we can for each package-scoped class C determine

whether C ever appears in the flow set for an expression outside the package of C. For

each class that never appears in flow sets outside its package, we know that its objects don’t

escape its package in this particular program.
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The whole-program-analysis approach has several drawbacks.

Bug finding after the program is done. First, the approach finds bugs after the

whole program is done. While that is useful, we would like to help the programmer find

bugs while he/she writes the program.

No enforcement of discipline. Second, the static analysis does not enforce any disci-

pline on the programmer. A programmer can write crazy code and the static analysis may

then simply report that every object can escape the scope of its class. While that should be

a red flag for the programmer, we would like to help the programmer determine which lines

of code to fix to avoid some of the problems.

Fragile. Third, the static analysis tends to be sensitive to small changes in the program

text. For one version of a program, a static analysis may find no problems with escaping

objects, and then after a few lines of changes, suddenly the static analysis finds problems all

over the place. We would like to help the programmer build software in a modular way such

that changes in one part of the program do not a!ect other parts of the program.

The type-based approach in the next section has none of the three drawbacks.

The static-analysis approach in this section is one among many static analyses that solve

the same or similar problems. For example, researchers have published powerful escape

analyses [6, 7, 8, 30] some of which can be adapted to the problem we consider in this

chapter.

1.2.3 Confined Types

We can use types to ensure that an object cannot escape the scope of its class. We will show

an approach for Java which extends Java with the notions of confined type and anonymous

method. The idea is that if we declare a class to be confined, then the type system will

enforce rules that ensure that an object of the class cannot escape the scope of the class. If

a program type checks in the extended type system, then an object cannot escape the scope

of its class.
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Confinement can be enforced using two sets of constraints. The first set of constraints,

confinement rules, applies to the classes defined in the same package as the confined class.

These rules track values of confined types and ensure that they are neither exposed in public

members, nor widened to non-confined types.

The second kind of constraints, anonymity rules, applies to methods inherited by the

confined classes, potentially including library code, and ensures that these methods do not

leak a reference to the distinguished variable this which may refer to an object of confined

type.

We will discuss the confinement and anonymity rules next, and later show how to formalize

the rules and integrate them into the Java type system.

Confinement Rules

The following confinement rules must hold for all classes of a package containing confined

types.

• C1: A confined type must not appear in the type of a public (or protected) field or the

return type of a public (or protected) method.

• C2: A confined type must not be public.

• C3: Methods invoked on an expression of confined type must either be defined in a

confined class or be anonymous methods.

• C4: Subtypes of a confined type must be confined.

• C5: Confined types can be widened only to other confined types.

• C6: Overriding must preserve anonymity of methods.

Rule C1 prevents exposure of confined types in the public interface of the package as client

code could break confinement by accessing values of confined types through a type’s public

interface. Rule C2 is needed to ensure that client code cannot instantiate a confined class.
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It also prevents client code from declaring field or variables of confined types. The latter

restriction is needed so that code in a confining package will not mistakenly assign objects of

confined types to the fields or variables outside that package. Rule C3 ensures that methods

invoked on an object enforce confinement. In the case of methods defined in the confining

package, this ensues from the other confinement rules. Inherited methods defined in another

package do not have access to any confined fields, since those are package-scoped (Rule

C1). However, an inherited method of confined class may leak the this reference, which

is implicitly widened to the method’s declaring class. To prevent this, Rule C3 requires

these methods to be anonymous (as explained below). Rule C4 prevents the declaration of

a public subclass of a confined type. This prevents spoofing leaks where a public subtype

defined outside of the confined package is used to access private fields [19]. Rule C5 prevents

code within confining packages from assigning values of confined types to fields or variables

of public types. Finally, Rule C6 allows us to statically verify the anonymity of the methods

that are invoked on expressions of confined types.

Anonymity Rule

The anonymity rule applies to inherited methods which may reside in classes outside of the

enclosing package. This rule prevents a method from leaking the this reference. A method

is anonymous if it has the following property.

• A1: The this reference is used only to select fields and as the receiver in the invocation

of other anonymous methods.

This prevents an inherited method from storing or returning this as well as using it as an

argument to a call. Selecting a field is always safe, as it cannot break confinement because

only the fields visible in the current class can be accessed. Method invocation (on this) is

restricted to other methods that are anonymous as well. Note that we check this constraint

assuming the static type of this and Rule C6 ensures that the actual method invoked on

this will also be anonymous. Thus, Rule C6 ensures that the anonymity of a method is

independent of the result of method lookup.
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Rule C6 could be weakened to apply only to methods inherited by confined classes. For

instance, if an anonymous method m of class A is overridden in both class B and C, and B

is extended by a confined class while C is not, then the method m in B must be anonymous

while m of C needs not be. The reason is that the method m of C will never be invoked on

confined objects and thus there is no need for it to be anonymous.

Confined Featherweight Java

Confined Featherweight Java, which we refer to as ConfinedFJ, is a minimal core calculus for

modeling confinement for a Java-like object-oriented language. ConfinedFJ extends Feath-

erweight Java (FJ) which was designed by Igarashi, Pierce and Wadler [46] to model the

Java type system. It is a core calculus as it limits itself to a subset of the Java language with

the following five basic expressions: object construction, method invocation, field access,

casts and local variable access. This spartan setting has proved appealing to researchers.

ConfinedFJ stays true to the spirit of FJ. The surface di!erences lie in the presence of class

and method level visibility annotations. In ConfinedFJ, classes can be declared to be either

public or confined, and methods can optionally be declared as anonymous. One further

di!erence is that ConfinedFJ class names are pairs of identifiers bundling a package name

and a class name just as in Java.

Syntax

Let metavariable L range over class declarations, C, D, E range over a denumerable set of class

identifiers, K, M range over constructor and method declarations respectively, and f and x

range over field names and variables (including parameters and the pseudo-variable this)

respectively. Let e, d range over expressions and u, v, w range over values.

We adopt FJ notational idiosyncrasies and use an over-bar to represent a finite (possibly

empty) sequence. We write f to denote the sequence f1, . . . , fn and similarly for e and v.

We write C f to denote C1 f1, . . . Cn fn, C <: D to denote C1 <: D1, . . . , Cn <: Dn and finally

this.f = f to denote this.f1 = f1, . . . , this.fn = fn.
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C ::= p.q

L ::= [public|conf] class C ! D { C f; K M }
K ::= C(C f) { super(f); this.f = f; }
M ::= [anon] C m(C x) { return e; }
e ::= x | e.f | e.m(e) | (C) e | new C(e)

v ::= new C(v)

Figure 1.1: ConfinedFJ: Syntax.

The syntax of ConfinedFJ is given in Figure 1.1. An expression e can be either one of

a variable x (including this), a field access e.f, a method invocation e.m(e), a cast (C) e,

an object new C(e). Since ConfinedFJ has a call-by-value semantics, it is expedient to add a

special syntactic form for fully evaluated objects, denoted new C(v).

Class identifiers are pairs p.q such that p and q range over denumerable disjoint sets of

names. For ConfinedFJ class name p.q, p is interpreted as a package name and q as a class

name. In ConfinedFJ, class identifiers are fully qualified. For a class identifier C, packof (C)

denotes the identifier’s package prefix, so, for example, the value of packof (p.O) is p.

Each class declarations is annotated with one of the visibility modifiers public, conf, or

none; a public class is declared by public class C ! D {. . .}, a package-scoped, confined

class is conf class C ! D{. . .}, and a package-scoped, nonconfined class is class C ! D{. . .}.
Methods can be annotated with the optional anon modifier to denote anonymity.

We will not formalize the dynamic semantics of ConfinedFJ (for full details, see [75]). We

assume a class table CT which stores the definitions of all classes of ConfinedFJ program

such that CT (C) is the definition of class C. The subtyping relation C <: D denotes that

class C is a subtype of class D; <: is the smallest reflexive and transitive class ordering that

has the property that if C extends D, then C <: D. Every class is a subtype of l.Object.

The function fields(C) return the list of all fields of the class C including inherited ones;

methods(C) returns the list of all methods in the class C; mdef (m) returns the identifier of

defining class for the method m.
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Type Rules

Figure 1.2 defines relations used in the static semantics. The predicate conf (C) holds if the

class table maps C to a class declared as confined. Similarly, the predicate public(C) holds

if the class table maps C to a class declared as public. The function mtype(m, C) yields the

type signature of a method. The predicate override(m, C, D) holds if m is a valid, anonymity

preserving, redefinition of an inherited method or if this is the method’s original definition.

Class visibility, written visible(C, D), states that a class C is visible from D if, either, C is

public, or if both classes are in the same package.

The safe subtyping relation, written C ! D, is a confinement preserving restriction of the

subtyping relation <:. A class C is a safe subtype of D if C is a subtype of D, and either

C is public or D is confined. This relation is used in the typing rules to prevent widening

a confined type to a public type; confinement-preserving widening requires safe subtyping

to hold. The type system further constrains subtyping by enforcing that all subclasses of a

confined class must belong to the same package (see the T-Class rule and the definition of

visibility). Notice that safe subtyping is reflexive and transitive.

Figure 1.3 defines constraints imposed on anonymous methods. A method m is anonymous

in class C, written anon(m, C), if its declaration is annotated with the anon modifier. The

following syntactic restrictions are imposed on the body of an anonymous method. An

expression e is anonymous in class C, written anon(e, C), if the pseudo-variable this is

used solely for field selection and anonymous method invocation. (C) e is anonymous if e

is anonymous. new C(e) and e.m(e) are anonymous if e "= this and e, e are anonymous.

With the exception of this all variables are anonymous. this.f is always anonymous, and

this.m(e) is anonymous in C if m is anonymous in C and e is anonymous. We write anon(e, C)

to denote that all expressions in e are anonymous.

Expression typing rules

The typing rules for ConfinedFJ are given in Figure 1.4, where type judgments have the

form # # e : C, in which # is an environment that maps variables to their types. The main
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Confined types, type visibility, and safe subtyping:

CT (C) = conf class C ! D {. . .}
conf (C)

public(C)

visible(C, D)

packof (C) = packof (D)

visible(C, D)

C <: D conf (C) $ conf (D)

C ! D

Method type lookup:

mdef (m, C) = D [anon] B m(B x) { return e; } % methods(D)

mtype(m, C) = B& B

Valid method overriding:

either m is not defined in D or any of its parents, or
mtype(m, C) = C& C0 mtype(m, D) = C& C0 (anon(m, D) $ anon(m, C))

override(m, C, D)

Figure 1.2: ConfinedFJ: Auxiliary definitions.

Anonymous method:

mdef (m, C0) = C!
0 anon C m (C x) {. . .} % methods(C!

0)

anon(m, C0)

Anonymity constraints:

anon(e, C)

anon((C!) e, C)

anon(e, C)

anon(new C!(e), C)

x "= this

anon(x, C)

anon(e, C)

anon(e.f, C)

anon(e, C) anon(e, C)

anon(e.m(e), C)

anon(this.f, C)

anon(m, C) anon(e, C)

anon(this.m(e), C)

Figure 1.3: ConfinedFJ: Syntactic Anonymity Constraints.
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Expression typing:

# # x : #(x) (T-Var)

# # e : C fields(C) = (C f)

# # e.fi : Ci
(T-Field)

# # e : C0 # # e : C mtype(m, C0) = D& C C ! D

mdef (m, C0) = D0 (C0 ! D0 ' anon(m, D0))

# # e.m(e) : C
(T-Invk)

fields(C) = (D f) # # e : C C ! D

# # new C(e) : C
(T-New)

# # e : D conf (D) $ conf (C)

# # (C) e : C
(T-UCast)

Method typing:

x : C, this : C0 # e : D D ! C override(m, C0, D0)
x : C, this : C0 # visible(e, C0) (anon(m, C0) $ anon(e, C0))

[anon] C m(C x) { return e; } OK IN C0 ! D0
(T-Method)

Class typing:

fields(D) = (D g) K = C(D g, C f) {super(g); this.f = f; }
visible(D, C) (conf (D) $ conf (C)) M OK IN C ! D

[public|conf] class C ! D { C f; K M } OK
(T-Class)

Static expression visibility:

visible(#(x), C)

# # visible(x, C)

# # e.fi : C! visible(C!, C) # # visible(e, C)

# # visible(e.fi, C)

visible(C!, C) # # visible(e, C)

# # visible((C!) e, C)

visible(C!, C) (i, # # visible(ei, C)

# # visible(new C!(e), C)

# # e.m(e) : C! visible(C!, C) # # visible(e, C) (i, # # visible(ei, C)

# # visible(e.m(e), C)

Figure 1.4: ConfinedFJ: Typing rules.
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di!erence with FJ is that these rules disallow unsafe widening of types. This is captured by

conditions of the form C ! D which enforce safe subtyping.

• Rules T-Var and T-Field are standard.

• Rule T-New prevents instantiating an object if any of the object’s fields with a public

type is given a confined argument. That is, for fields with declared types D and argument

types C, relation C ! D must hold. By definition of Ci ! Di, if Ci is confined then Di

is confined as well.

• Rule T-Invk prevents widening of confined arguments to public parameters by en-

forcing safe subtyping of argument types with respect to parameter types. In order

to prevent implicit widening of the receiver, we consider two cases. Assume that the

receiver has type C0 and the method m is defined in D0, then it must either be the case

that C0 is a safe subtype of D0 or that m has been declared anonymous in D0.

• Rule T-UCast prevents casting a confined type to a public type. Notice that a down

cast preserves confinement because by Rule T-Class a confined class can only have

confined subclasses.

Typing rules for methods and classes

Figure 1.4 also gives rules for typing methods and classes.

• Rule T-Method places the following constraints on a method m defined in class C0

with body e. The type D of e must be a safe subtype of the method’s declared type

C. The method must preserves anonymity declarations. If m is declared anonymous, e

must comply with the corresponding restrictions. The most interesting constraint is the

visibility enforced on the body by # # visible(e, C0), which is defined recursively over

the structure of terms. It ensures that the types of all subexpressions of e are visible

from the defining class C0. In particular, the method parameters used in the method

body e must have types visible in C0.
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• Rule T-Class requires that if class C extends D then D be visible in C and if D is confined,

then so is C. Rule T-Class allows the fields of a class C to have types not visible in

C, but the constraint of # # visible(e, C) in Rule T-Method prohibits the method of C

from accessing such fields.

The class table CT is well-typed if all classes in CT are well-typed. For the rest of this

paper, we assume CT to be well-typed.

Relation to the Informal Rules

We now relate the confinement and anonymity rules with the ConfinedFJ type system. The

e!ect of Rule C1, which limits the visibility of fields if their type is confined, is obtained

as a side e!ect of the visibility constraint as it prevents code defined in another package

from accessing a confined field. ConfinedFJ could be extended with field and method access

modifier without significantly changing the type system. The expression typing rules enforce

confinement Rules C3 and C5 by ensuring that methods invoked on an object of confined

type are either anonymous or defined in a confined class, and that widening is confinement

preserving. Rule C2 uses access modifiers to limit the use of confined types; and the same

e!ect is achieved by the visibility constraint # # visible(e, C) on expression part of T-

Method. Rule C4, which states that subclassing is confinement preserving, is enforced by

T-Class. Rule C6, which states that overriding is anonymity preserving, is enforced by T-

Method. Finally the anonymity constraint of Rule A1 is obtained by the anon predicate

in the antecedent of T-Method.

Two ConfinedFJ Examples

Consider the following stripped down version of a hash table class written in ConfinedFJ.

The hash table is represented by a class p.Table defined in some package p that holds a

single bucket of class p.Buck. The bucket can be obtained by calling the method get()

on a table, the bucket’s data can then be obtained by calling getData(). In this example,

buckets are confined but they extend a public class p.Cell. The interface of p.Table.get()
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class p.Table ! l.Object {
p.Buck buck;

Table(p.Buck buck) { super(); this.buck = buck; }
p.Cell get() { return this.buck; }

}

class p.Cell ! l.Object {
l.Object data;

l.Object getData() { return this.data; }
}

conf class p.Buck ! p.Cell {
p.Buck() { super(); }

}

class p.Factory ! l.Object {
p.Factory() { super(); } }
p.Table table() { return new p.Table( new p.Buck() ); }

}

specifies that the method’s return type is p.Cell; this is valid as that class is public. In

this example a factory class, named p.Factory, is needed to create instances of p.Table

because the table’s constructor expects a bucket and since buckets are confined, they cannot

be instantiated outside of their defining package.

This program does not preserve confinement as the body of the p.Table.get() method

returns an instance of a confined class in violation of the widening rule. The breach can

be exhibited by constructing a class o.Breach in package o which creates a new table and

retrieves its bucket.

class o.Breach ! l.Object {

l.Object main () { return new p.Factory().table().get(); }
}

The expression new o.Breach().main() eventually evaluates to to new p.Buck(), ex-
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posing the confined class to code defined in another package. This example is not typable

in the ConfinedFJ type system. The method p.Table.get() does not type-check because

Rule T-Method requires the type of the expression returned by the method to be a safe

subtype of the method’s declared return type. The expression has the confined type p.Buck

while the declared return type is the public type p.Cell.

In another prototypical breach of confinement, consider the following situation in which

the confined class p.Self extends a Broken parent class that resides in package o. Assume

further that the class inherits its parent’s code for the reveal() method.

conf class p.Self ! o.Broken {

p.Self() { super(); }
}

class p.Main ! l.Object {

p.Main() { super(); }

l.Object get() { return new p.Self().reveal(); }
}

Inspection of this code does not reveal any breach of confinement. But if we widen the scope

of our analysis to the o.Broken class, we may see:

class o.Broken ! l.Object {

o.Broken() { super(); }

l.Object reveal() { return this; }
}
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Invoking reveal() on an instance of p.Self will return a reference to the object itself. This

does not type-check because the invocation of reveal() in p.Main.get() violates the Rule

T-Invk (due to that the non-anonymous method reveal(), inherited from a public class

o.broken, is invoked on an object of a confined type p.Self). The method reveal() cannot

be declared anonymous as the method returns this directly.

Type Soundness

Zhao, Palsberg, and Vitek [75] presented a small-step operational semantics of ConfinedFJ,

which is a computation-step relation P & P ! on program states P, P !. They define that a

program state satisfies confinement if every object is in the scope of its defining class. They

proceed to prove the following type soundness result (for a version of ConfinedFJ without

downcast).

Theorem (Confinement [75]) If P is well-typed, satisfies confinement, and P &" P !,

then P ! satisfies confinement.

The Confinement Theorem states that a well-typed program that initially satisfies confine-

ment preserves confinement. Intuitively, this means that during the execution of a well-typed

program, all the objects that are accessed within the body of a method are visible from the

method’s defining package. The only exception is for anonymous methods, as they may have

access to this which can evaluate to an instance of a class confined in another package, and

if this occurs the use of this is restricted to be a receiver object.

Confined types have none of the three drawbacks of whole-program static analysis: we

can type check fragments of code well before the entire program is done, the type system

enforces a discipline that can help make many types confined, and a change to a line of code

only a!ects types locally.
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Confinement Inference

Every type-correct Featherweight Java program can be transformed into a type-correct Con-

finedFJ program by putting all the classes into the same package. Conversely, every type-

correct ConfinedFJ program can be transformed into a type-correct Java program by remov-

ing all occurrences of the modifiers conf and anon. (The original version of Featherweight

Java does not have packages.)

The modifiers conf and anon can help enforce more discipline than Java does. If we begin

with a program in Featherweight Java extended with packages and would like to enforce

the stricter discipline of ConfinedFJ, then we face what we call the confinement inference

problem.

The confinement inference problem. Given a Java program, find a subset of

the package-scoped classes that we can make confined, and find a subset of the

methods that we can make anonymous.

The confinement inference problem has a trivial solution: make no classes confined and

make no method anonymous. In practice we may want the largest subsets we can get.

Grotho!, Palsberg, and Vitek [44] studied confinement inference for a variant of the con-

finement and anonymity rules in this chapter. They use a constraint-based program analysis

to infer confinement and method anonymity. Their constraint-based analysis proceeds in

two steps: (1) generate a system of constraints from program text and then (2) solve the

constraint system. The constraints are of following six forms:

A ::= not-anon(methodid)

T ::= not-conf(classid)

C ::= A | T | T $ A | A $ A | A $ T | T $ T

A constraint not-anon(methodId) asserts that the method methodId is not anonymous; simi-

larly, not-conf(classId) asserts that the class classId is not confined. The remaining four forms
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of constraints denote logical implications. For example, not-anon(A.m()) $ not-conf(C) is

read “if method m in class A is not anonymous then class C will not be confined.”

From each expression in a program, we generate one or more constraints. For example,

for a type cast expression (C) e for which the static Java type of e is D, we generate the

constraint not-conf(C) $ not-conf(D), which represents the condition from the T-UCast

rule that conf (D) $ conf (C).

All the constraints are ground Horn clauses. The solution procedure computes the set of

clauses not-conf(classId) that are either immediate facts or derivable via logical implication.

This computation can be done in linear time [31] in the number of constraints, which, in

turn, is linear in the size of the program.

A solution represents a set of classes that cannot be confined and a set of methods that

are not anonymous. The complements of those sets represent a maximal solution to the

confinement inference problem.

Grotho!, Palsberg, and Vitek [44] presented an implementation of their constraint-based

analysis. They gathered a suite of forty-six thousand Java classes and analyzed them for

confinement. The average time to analyze a class file is less than eight milliseconds. The

results show that, without any change to the source, 24% of the package-scoped classes

(exactly 3,804 classes or 8% of all classes) are confined. Furthermore, they found that by

using generic container types, the number of confined types could be increased by close to

one thousand additional classes. Finally, with appropriate tool support to tighten access

modifiers, the number of confined classes can be well over 14,500 (or over 29% of all classes)

for that same benchmark suite.

1.2.4 Related Work on Alias Control

The type-based approach in this chapter is one among many type-based approaches that

solve the same or similar problems. For example, a popular approach is to use a notion of

ownership type [2, 4, 5, 11, 12, 14, 20, 21, 28, 50, 56] for controlling aliasing. The basic idea
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of ownership types is to use the concept of domination on the dynamic object graph. (In a

graph with a starting vertex s, a vertex u dominates another vertex v if every path from s to

v must pass through u.) In a dynamic object graph, we may have an object which we think

of as owning several representation objects. The goal of ownership types is to ensure that

the owner object dominates the representation objects. The dominance relation guarantees

that the only way we can access a representation object is via the owner. An ownership type

system has type rules that are quite di!erent than the rules for confined types.

1.3 Type Qualifiers

In this section we will use types to allow programmers to easily specify and check desired

properties of their applications. This is achieved by allowing programmers to introduce new

qualifiers that refine existing types. For example, the type nonzero int is a refinement of

the type int that intuitively denotes the subset of integers other than zero.

1.3.1 Background

Static type systems are useful for catching common programming errors early in the software

development cycle. For example, type systems can ensure that an integer is never acciden-

tally used as a string and that a function is always passed the right number and kinds of

arguments. Unfortunately, language designers cannot anticipate all of the program errors

that programmers will want to statically check, nor can they anticipate all of the practical

ways in which such errors can be checked.

As a simple example, while most type systems in mainstream programming languages can

distinguish integers from strings and ensure that each kind of data is used in appropriate

ways, these type systems typically cannot distinguish positive from negative integers. Such

an ability would enable stronger assurances about a program, for example that it never

attempts to take the square root of a negative number. As another example, most type

systems cannot distinguish between data that originated from one source and data that
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originated from a di!erent source within the program. Such an ability could be useful to

track a form of value flow, for example to ensure that a string that was originally input

from the user is treated as tainted and therefore given restricted capabilities (e.g., such a

string should be disallowed as the format-string argument to C’s printf function, since a

bad format string can cause program crashes and worse).

Without static checking for these and other kinds of errors, programmers have little

recourse. They can use assert statements, which catch errors but only as they occur in a

running system. They can specify desired program properties in comments, which are useful

documentation but need have no relation to the actual program behavior. In the worst case,

programmers simply leave the desired program properties completely implicit, making these

properties easy to misunderstand or forget entirely.

1.3.2 Static Analysis

Static analysis could be used to ensure desired program properties and thereby guarantee the

absence of classes of program errors. Indeed, generic techniques exist for performing static

analyses of programs (e.g., [49, 23]), which could be applied to the properties of interest to

programmers. As with confinement, one standard approach is to compute a flow set for each

expression e in the program, which conservatively over-approximates the possible values of

e. However, instead of using class names as the elements of a flow set, each static analysis

defines its own domain of flow facts.

For example, to track positive and negative integers, a static analysis could use a domain

of signs [23], consisting of the three elements +, 0, and - with the obvious interpretations. If

the flow set computed for an expression e contains only the element +, then we can be sure

that e will evaluate to a positive integer. In our format-string example, a static analysis could

use a domain consisting of the elements tainted and untainted, respectively representing

data that does and does not come from the user. If the flow set computed for an expression

e contains only the element untainted, then we can be sure that e does not come from the

user.
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" ::= int | " & "
e ::= n | e1 + e2 | x | #x : ".e | e1e2

Figure 1.5: The syntax of the simply typed lambda calculus.

While this approach is general, it su!ers from the drawbacks discussed in Chapter 1.2.2.

First, whole-program analysis is typically required for precision, so errors are only caught

once the entire program has been implemented. Second, the static analysis is descriptive,

reporting the properties that are true of a given program, rather than prescriptive, providing

a discipline to help programmers achieve the desired properties. Finally, the results of a

static analysis can be sensitive to small changes in the program.

The type-based approach described next is less precise than some static analyses but has

none of the above drawbacks.

1.3.3 A Type System for Qualifiers

We now develop a type system that supports programmer-defined type qualifiers. After a

brief review of the simply typed lambda calculus, types are augmented with user-defined

tags and language support for tag checking. A notion of subtyping for tagged types provides

a natural form of type qualifiers. Finally, more expressiveness is achieved by allowing users

to provide specialized typing rules for qualifier checking.

Simply Typed Lambda Calculus

We assume familiarity with the simply typed lambda calculus and briefly review here the

portions that are relevant for the rest of the section. Many other sources contain fuller

descriptions of the simply typed lambda calculus, for example the text by Pierce [65].

Figure 1.5 shows the syntax for the simply typed lambda calculus augmented with integers

and integer addition. The metavariable " ranges over types and e ranges over expressions.

The syntax "1 & "2 denotes the type of functions with argument type "1 and result type "2.

The metavariable n ranges over integer constants and x ranges over variable names. The
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# # e : "

# # n : int (T-Int)

# # e1 : int # # e2 : int

# # e1 + e2 : int
(T-Plus)

#(x) = "

# # x : "
(T-Var)

#, x : "1 # e : "2

# # #x : "1.e : "1 & "2
(T-Abs)

# # e1 : "2 & " # # e2 : "2

# # e1e2 : "
(T-App)

Figure 1.6: Static typechecking for the simply typed lambda calculus.

syntax #x : ".e represents a function with formal parameter x (of type ") and body e, and

the syntax e1e2 represents application of the function expression e1 to the actual argument

e2.

Figure 1.6 presents static typechecking rules for the simply typed lambda calculus. The

rules define a judgment of the form # # e : " . The metavariable # ranges over type

environments, which are finite mappings from variables to types. Informally, the judgment

# # e : " says that expression e is well typed with type " under the assumption that

free variables in e have the types associated with them in #. The rules in Figure 1.6 are

completely standard.

Static typechecking enforces a notion of well-formedness on programs at compile time,

thereby preventing some common kinds of run-time errors. For example, the rules in Fig-

ure 1.6 ensure that a well-typed expression (with no free variables) will never attempt to

add an integer to a function at run time. A type system’s notion of well-formedness is for-

malized by a type soundness theorem, which specifies the properties of well-typed programs.

Intuitively, type soundness for the simply typed lambda calculus says that the evaluation of

well-typed expressions will not “get stuck,” which happens when an operation is attempted

with operand values of the wrong types.
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" ::= q $
$ ::= int | " & "
e ::= · · · | annot(e, q) | assert(e, q)

Figure 1.7: Adding user-defined tags to the syntax.

A type soundness theorem relies on a formalization of a language’s evaluation seman-

tics. There are many styles of formally specifying language semantics and of proving type

soundness, and common practice today is well described by others [71, 65]. These topics are

beyond the scope of this chapter.

Tag Checking

One way to allow programmers to easily extend their type system is to augment the syntax

for types with a notion of programmer-defined type tags (or simply tags). The new syntax of

types is shown in Figure 1.7. The metavariable q ranges over an infinite set of programmer-

definable type tags. Each type is now augmented with a tag. For example, positive int

could be a type, where positive is a programmer-defined tag denoting positive integers.

Function types include a top-level tag as well as tags for the argument and result types.

In order for programmers to convey the intent of a type tag, the language is augmented

with two new expression forms, as shown in Figure 1.7. Our presentation follows that of

Foster et al. [38, 39]. The expression annot(e, q) evaluates e and tags the resulting value

with q. For example, if the expression e evaluates to a string input by the user, one can

use the expression annot(e, tainted) to declare the intention to consider e’s value as

tainted [58, 66]. The expression assert(e, q) evaluates e and checks that the resulting value

is tagged with q. For example, the expression assert(e, untainted) ensures that e’s value

does not originate from the user and is therefore an appropriate format-string argument to

printf. A failed assert causes the program to terminate erroneously.

Just as our base type system in Figure 1.6 statically tracks the type of each expression,

so does our augmented type system, using the augmented syntax of types. The rules are

shown in Figure 1.8. For simplicity, the rules are set up so that each run-time value created

during the program’s execution will have exactly one tag (a conceptually untagged value can
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# # e : $

# # n : int (Q-Int)

# # e1 : q1 int # # e2 : q2 int

# # e1 + e2 : int
(Q-Plus)

#, x : "1 # e : "2

# # #x : "1.e : "1 & "2
(Q-Abs)

# # e : "

#(x) = "

# # x : "
(Q-Var)

# # e1 : "2 & " # # e2 : "2

# # e1e2 : "
(Q-App)

# # e : $

# # annot(e, q) : q $
(Q-Annot)

# # e : q $

# # assert(e, q) : q $
(Q-Assert)

Figure 1.8: Adding user-defined tags to the type system.
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be modeled by tagging it with a distinguished notag tag). This invariant is achieved via

two interrelated typing judgments. The judgment # # e : $ determines an untagged type

for a given expression. This judgment is only defined for constructor expressions, which are

expressions that dynamically create new values. The judgment # # e : " is the top-level

typechecking judgment. It is defined for all other kinds of expressions. The Q-Annot rule

provides a bridge between the two judgments, requiring each constructor expression to be

tagged in order to be given a complete type " .

Intuitively, the type system conservatively ensures that if # # e : q $ holds then the

value of e at run time will be tagged with q. The rules for annot(e, q) and assert(e, q)

are straightforward: Q-Annot includes q as the tag on the type of e, while Q-Assert

requires that e’s type already includes the tag q. The rest of the rules are unchanged from

the original simply typed lambda calculus, except that the premises of Q-Plus allow for

the tags on the types of the operands. Nonetheless, these unchanged rules have exactly

the desired e!ect. For example, Q-App requires the actual argument’s type in a function

application to match the formal argument type, thereby ensuring that the function only ever

receives values tagged with the expected tag.

Together the rules in Figure 1.8 provide a simple form of value-flow analysis, statically

ensuring that values of a given tag will flow at run time only to places where values of that

tag are expected. For example, a programmer can define a square-root function of the form

#x : positive int.e

and the type system guarantees that only values explicitly tagged as positive will be passed

to the function. As another example, the programmer can statically detect possible division-

by-zero errors by replacing each divisor expression e (assuming our language included integer

division) with the expression assert(e, nonzero). Finally, the type of the following function,

tainted int&untainted int, ensures that although the function accepts tainted data as

an argument, this data does not flow to the return value:

#x : tainted int.annot(0, untainted)
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On the other hand, the following function, which returns the given tainted argument, is

forced to record this fact in its type, tainted int&tainted int:

#x : tainted int.x

Type Soundness The notion of type soundness in the presence of tags is a natural exten-

sion of that for the simply typed lambda calculus. Type soundness still ensures that well-

typed expressions won’t get stuck, but the notion of stuckness now includes failed asserts.

This definition of stuckness formalizes the idea that tagged values will only flow where they

are expected. Type soundness can be proven using standard techniques.

Tag Inference It is possible to consider tag inference for our language. Constructor ex-

pressions are no longer explicitly annotated via annot, and formal argument types no longer

include tags. Tag inference automatically determines the tag of each constructor expression

and the tags on each formal argument, or determines that the program cannot be typed.

Programmers still must employ assert explicitly in order to specify constraints on where

values of particular tags are expected.

As with confinement inference, a constraint-based program analysis can be used for tag

inference. Conceptually, each subexpression in the program is given its own tag variable,

and the analysis then generates equality constraints based on each kind of expression. For

example, in a function application, the tag of the actual argument is constrained to match the

tag of the formal argument type. The simple equality constraints generated by tag inference

can be solved in linear time [64, 69]. Further, if the constraints have a solution then there

exists a principal solution, which is more general than every other solution. Intuitively, this

is the solution that produces the largest number of tags.

For example, consider the following function:

#x : int.#y : int.assert(x, tainted)

One possible typing for the function gives both x and y the type tainted int. However,
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a more precise typing gives y’s type a fresh tag qy, since the function’s constraints do not

require it to have tag tainted. This new typing encodes that fact, as well as the fact that

x and y flow to disjoint places in the program. Finally, the following program generates

constraints that have no solution, since x is required to be both tainted and untainted:

(#x : int.assert(x, tainted)) assert(e, untainted)

Qualifier Checking

While the type system in the previous subsection allows programmers to specify and check

new properties of interest via tags, its expressiveness is limited by the fact that tags are

completely uninterpreted. For example, the type system does not “know” the intent of tags

like positive, nonzero, tainted, and untainted; it only knows that these tags are not

equivalent to one another. However, tags often have natural relationships to one another.

For example, intuitively it should be safe to pass a positive int where a nonzero int is

expected, since a positive integer is also nonzero. Similarly, we may want to allow untainted

data to be passed where tainted data is expected, since allowing that cannot cause tainted

data to be improperly used. The type system of the previous section does not permit such

flexibility.

Foster et al. observed that this expressiveness can be naturally achieved by allowing

programmers to specify a partial order ) on type tags [38, 39]. Intuitively, if q1 ) q2, then

q1 denotes a stronger constraint than q2. The programmer can now declare positive )
nonzero and similarly untainted ) tainted, where untainted denotes the set of values

that are definitely untainted and tainted now denotes the set of values that are possibly

tainted. The programmer-defined partial order naturally induces a subtyping relation among

tagged types. For example, given the above partial order, positive int would be considered

a subtype of nonzero int, which therefore allows a value of the former type to be passed

where a value of the latter type is expected.

With this added expressiveness, type tags can be considered full-fledged type qualifiers.

For example, a canonical example of a type qualifier is C’s const annotation, which indicates
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" * " !

q ) q!

q int * q! int
(S-Int)

q ) q! " !
1 * "1 "2 * " !

2

q("1 & " !
1) * q!("2 & " !

2)
(S-Fun)

# # e : "

# # e : " ! " ! * "

# # e : "
(Q-Sub)

Figure 1.9: Adding subtyping to the type system.

that the associated value can be initialized but not later updated. C allows a value of type

int* to be passed where a (const int)* is expected. This is safe because it simply imposes

an extra constraint on the given pointer value, namely that its contents are never updated.

On the other hand, a value of type (const int)* cannot safely be passed where an int* is

expected, since this would allow the pointer value’s constness to be forgotten, allowing its

contents to be modified. Another useful example qualifier is nonnull for pointers, whereby

it is safe to pass a nonnull pointer where an arbitrary pointer is expected, but not vice

versa.

Figure 1.9 shows the extension of the rules in the previous subsection to support qualifiers,

adapted from [39]. Q-Sub is a subsumption rule, which allows an expression’s type to be

promoted to any supertype. The subtyping relation * depends on the partial order )
among qualifiers in a straightforward way. As usual, subtyping is contravariant on function

argument types for soundness [16].

As an example of this type system in action, consider an expression e of type positive

int. Assuming that the programmer specifies positive ) nonzero, then by S-Int we have

positive int * nonzero int and by Q-Sub e also has type nonzero int. Therefore, by

the Q-App rule from Figure 1.8, e may be passed to a function expecting an argument of

type nonzero int.
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As an aside, the addition of subtyping makes our formal system expressive enough

to encode multiple qualifiers per type. For example, to encode a type like untainted

positive int, one can define a new qualifier untainted positive along with the par-

tial order untainted positive ) untainted and untainted positive ) positive. Then

the subtyping and subsumption rules allow an untainted positive value to be treated as

being both untainted and positive, as desired.

As before, type soundness says that the type system guarantees that all asserts will

succeed at run time, where the run-time assertion check now requires a value’s associated

qualifier to be “less than” the specified qualifier, according to the declared partial order.

The type soundness proof again uses standard techniques. It is also possible to general-

ize tag inference to support qualifier inference. The approach is similar to that described

above, although the generated constraints are now subtype constraints instead of equality

constraints.

Foster’s thesis discusses both type soundness and qualifier inference in detail [37]. It also

discusses CQual, an implementation of programmer-defined type qualifiers that adapts the

described theory to the C language. CQual has been used successfully for a variety of appli-

cations, including inference of constness [39], detection of format-string vulnerabilities [66],

detection of user/kernel pointer errors [47], validation of the placement of authorization hooks

in the Linux kernel [74], and the removal of sensitive information from crash reports [15].

Qualifier-Specific Typing Rules

The ) partial order allows programmers to specify more information about each qualifier,

making the overall type system more flexible. However, most of the intent of a qualifier

must still be conveyed indirectly via annots, which is tedious and error prone. For example,

the programmer must use annot to explicitly annotate each constructor expression that

evaluates to a positive integer as being positive, or else it will not be considered as such

by the type system. Therefore, the programmer has the burden of manually figuring out

which expressions are positive and which are not. Further, if the programmer accidentally

annotates an expression like -34 + 5 as positive, the type system will happily allow this
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qualifier positive(int Expr E)
case E of

decl int Const C:
C, where C > 0

| decl int Expr E1, E2:
E1 + E2, where positive(E1) && positive(E2)

Figure 1.10: A programming discipline for positive in Clarity.

expression to be passed to a square-root function expecting a positive int, even though

that will likely cause a run-time error.

Qualifier inference avoids the need for explicit annotations using annot. However, qualifier

inference simply determines which expressions must be treated as positive in order to

satisfy a program’s asserts. There is no guarantee that these expressions actually evaluate

to positive integers, and many expressions that do evaluate to positive integers will not be

found to be positive by the inferencer.

To address the burden and fragility of qualifier annotations, we consider an alternate

approach to expressing a qualifier’s intent. Instead of relying on program annotations, we

require qualifier designers to specify a programming discipline for each qualifier, which indi-

cates when an expression may be given that qualifier. For example, a programming discipline

for positive might say that all positive constants can be considered positive, and that

an expression of the form e1 + e2 can be considered positive if each operand expression

can itself be considered positive according to the discipline. In this way, the discipline

declaratively expresses the fact that 34 + 5 can be considered positive while -34 + 5

cannot.

The approach described is used by the Clarity framework for programmer-defined type

qualifiers in C [17]. Clarity provides a declarative language for specifying programming

disciplines. For example, Figure 1.10 shows how the discipline informally described above

for positive would be specified in Clarity. The figure declares a new qualifier named

positive, which refines the type int. It then uses pattern matching to specify two ways in

which an expression E can be given the qualifier positive. The Clarity framework includes
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an extensible typechecker, which employs user-defined disciplines to automatically typecheck

programs.

Formally, consider the type system consisting of the rules in Figures 1.8 and 1.9. We

remove all the rules of the form # # e : $, which perform typechecking on constructor

expressions, and we remove the annot expression form along with its typechecking rule

Q-Annot. When a programmer introduces a new qualifier, she must also augment the

type system with new inference rules indicating the conditions under which each constructor

expression may be given this qualifier. For example, the rules in Figure 1.10 are formally

represented by adding the following two rules to the type system:

n > 0

# # n : positive int
(P-Int)

# # e1 : positive int # # e2 : positive int

# # e1 + e2 : positive int
(P-Plus)

Assuming that the programmer also declares positive ) nonzero, the subtyping and sub-

sumption rules in Figure 1.9 allow the above rules to be used to give an expression the

qualifier nonzero as well.

Not all qualifiers have natural rules associated with them. For example, the program-

ming disciplines associated with qualifiers like tainted and untainted could be program-

dependent and/or quite complicated. Therefore, in practice both the Clarity and CQual

approaches are useful.

Type Soundness A type soundness theorem analogous to that for traditional type qual-

ifiers, which guarantees that asserts succeed at run time, can be proven in this setting.

In addition, it is possible to prove a stronger notion of type soundness. Clarity allows the

programmer to optionally specify the set of values associated with a particular qualifier.

For example, the programmer could associate the set of positive integers with the positive

qualifier. Given this information, type soundness says that a well-typed expression with

qualifier positive will in fact evaluate to a member of the specified set.
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To ensure this form of type soundness, Clarity generates one proof obligation per programmer-

defined rule. For example, the second rule for positive above requires proving that the

sum of two integers greater than zero is also an integer greater than zero. Clarity discharges

proof obligations automatically using o!-the-shelf decision procedures [29], but in general

these may need to be manually proven by the qualifier designer.

This form of type soundness serves to validate the programmer-defined rules. For exam-

ple, if the second rule for positive above were erroneously defined for subtraction rather

than addition, then the error would be caught because the associated proof obligation is

not valid: the di!erence of two positive integers is not necessarily positive. In this way,

programmers obtain a measure of confidence that their qualifiers and associated inference

rules are behaving as intended.

Qualifier Inference Qualifier inference is also possible in this setting and is implemented

in Clarity, allowing the qualifiers for variables to be inferred rather than declared by the

programmer. Similar to qualifier inference in the previous subsection, a set of subtype

constraints is generated and solved. However, handling programmer-defined inference rules

requires a form of conditional subtype constraints to be solved [18].

1.3.4 Related Work on Type Refinements

Work on refinement types for the ML language allows programmers to create subtypes of

datatype definitions [41], each denoting a subset of the values of the datatype. For example, a

standard list datatype could be refined to define a type of non-empty lists. The language for

specifying these refinements is analogous to the language for programmer-defined inference

rules in Clarity.

Other work has shown how to make refinement types and type qualifiers flow sensitive [26,

40, 51, 27], which allows the refinement of an expression to change over time. For example,

a file pointer could have the qualifier closed upon creation and the qualifier open after it

has been opened. In this way, type refinements can be used to track temporal protocols, for
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example that a file must be opened before it can be read or written.

Finally, others have explored type refinements through the notion of dependent types [52],

in which types can depend on program expressions. An instance of this approach is De-

pendent ML [72, 73], which allows types to be refined through their dependence on linear

arithmetic expressions. For example, the type int list(5) represents integer lists of length

5, and a function that adds an element to an integer list would be declared to have the ar-

gument type int list(n) for some integer n and to return a value of type int list(n+1).

These kinds of refinements are targeted at qualitatively di!erent kinds of program properties

from those targeted by type qualifiers.
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